This is a review of aspects of the theory of algorithmic information (AIT) that may constitute an appropriate framework for formulating questions related to economics. We start by surveying classical results from algorithmic complexity and algorithmic probability, highlighting their deep connection and possible relevance to frequency distributions common in the study of price movement and volatility. Keynes on (statistical) induction and von Mises' approach to probability and randomness suggest that AIT may legitimately serve as a framework for approaching such matters.
Algorithmic (Program-size) Complexity
The concept of algorithmic complexity addresses the question of the complexity of individual objects, e.g. binary strings (is 1111111111 less random than 0110101100?). The algorithmic complexity K(s) of a string s is the length of the shortest program p that produces s running on a universal Turing machine U . More formally,
A string with low algorithmic complexity is compressible, while a random string is not [8, 2] . Strings like 1111111111 or 0101010101 have low algorithmic complexity because they can be described as 10 times 1 or 5 times 01, and no matter how long such a string grows, if the pattern repeats, the description (k times 01) increases in length only by about log(k). The string 0110101100, however, is said to have a higher algorithmic complexity because it doesn't seem to allow a (much) shorter description than itself, so a shorter description may not exist. For example, the string 0101. . .01 can be produced by the following program A: 1: n:= 0 2: Print n 3: n:= n+1 mod 2 4: Goto 2
The length of this program (in bits) is thus an upper bound of the K complexity of the sequence 010101 . . .. Producing a shorter version of a string is a test for non-randomness, but the lack of a short description (program) does not imply a positive result for randomness. K is also commonly called Kolmogorov (or Kolmogorov-Chaitin) complexity.
Uncomputability and Instability of K
Attempts to apply accepted universal mathematical measures of complexity traditionally face two challenges:
• Uncomputability, and
• Instability.
A function f is said not to be computable (uncomputable or undecidable) if there is no computer program running on a universal Turing machine that is guaranteed to produce an output for its inputs or, in other words, if the machine computing f doesn't halt for a number of inputs. A universal Turing machine is a general-purpose machine that can behave like any other specific purpose Turing machine. The theory of algorithmic information proves that no computable measure of complexity can test for all (Turing) computable regularity in a dataset, such a test being implemented as a Turing machine that takes as input the data and retrieves the regularity detected (e.g. every 5 places there is a consecutive prime number). A computable regularity is a regularity for which a test can be devised-taking the form of a computer program running on a specific-purpose Turing machine. Common statistical tests, for example, are computable because they are meant to be effective (on purpose), but no computable universal measure of complexity can be used in every computable statistical test. Hence only noncomputable measures of complexity are up to the task of detecting any possible (computable) regularity in a dataset, given enough computing time. Therefore: Universality =⇒ Uncomputability Which is to say that universality entails or implies uncomputability, for if a system is computable (or decidable) then it cannot be universal. One may wonder why such power brought by computation universality is needed or desirable when dealing with finite strings and finite time. However, even if finite, the number of possible finite strings is infinite, and detecting only a fraction of regularities leaves a countable infinite number o computable regularities undetected. This is therefore a real concern, bearing on the limits of what is computable and what is not.
Uncomputability has for a long time been taken as the main "drawback" of Kolmogorov complexity (K) (and related measures). No algorithm can tell whether a program p generating s is the shortest (due to the undecidability of the halting problem of Turing machines). But the uncomputability of K(s) is also the source of its greatest power, the universality of this measure. It is because K(s) is up to the task that it is an uncomputable measure.
Often, tailored measures have been used as measures of complexity, without necessarily being mathematically justified. Shannon's information entropy, is an example of a computable measure, that is, there is an effective algorithm that, given an input, always retrieves the information entropy value unlike K.
K is technically speaking a semi-computable function. It allows approximations from above. Indeed, traditionally lossless compression algorithms have been used to find short programs for all sorts of data structures, from strings to images and music files. This is because lossless compression algorithms are required to reproduce the original object, and the compressed version of the object together with the decompression instructions constitute a program that when decompressed reconstructs the original data. The approximation to K is thus the size in bits of the compressed object together with the size in bits of the decompressor program. By this means, one can, for example, find a short program for a string s, shorter than the length |s| of s. But even though one cannot declare that an object s does not have a shorter program, one can declare s not random if a program generating s is (significantly) shorter than the length of s constituting an upper bound on K (hence approximated from above).
Kolmogorov, Chaitin, Levin, Schnorr and Martin-Löf independently devised different approaches to algorithmic randomness. Each definition assigns exactly the same complexity as the others to the same objects. Hence the approaches have proven themselves equivalent to each other: uncompressibility ⇐⇒ unpredictability ⇐⇒ typicality This is a significant contribution to science which economic theories and financial market models should take into consideration and build upon. It doesn't matter if the source is algorithmic and deterministic; it all boils down to the fact that if a phenomenon is unpredictable or uncompressible or statistically typical (no regularities in the data), then it is also unpredictable and uncompressible and statistically typical.
The unpredictability approach
Formalized by Peter Schnorr, the unpredictability approach to randomness involves actors and concepts familiar to economists and risk managers. It establishes that a gambler cannot make money following a computable betting system M against the digits of a random sequence s. In equation form,
Equivalently, a string s is statistically atypical (also known as Martin-Löf random) if and only if there does not exist a computably enumerable martingale M that succeeds on s. That is, if there is no effective computable betting strategy. This then establishes a formal connection between previously intuitive concepts:
That is, what is random is unpredictable and what is unpredictable is random; otherwise it is simple. For example, program A (c.f. Example of an evaluation of K) trivially allows a shortcut to the value of an arbitrary digit through the following function f (n) (if n = 2m then f (n) = 1, f (n) = 0 otherwise) [20] .
A series of universality results (both in the sense of general and in the sense of Turing universal, the latter concept being a version of the former) [7] leads to the conclusion that the definition of random complexity is mathematically objective:
• Martin-Löf proves [11] that there is a universal (but uncomputable) statistical test that captures all computably enumerable statistical tests. His definition of randomness is therefore general enough to encompass all effective tests for randomness.
• Solomonoff [21] and Levin [9] prove that the concept of universal search (c.f. Algorithmic Probability) is the optimal learning strategy with no prior language. In fact Levin's distribution is also called the Universal Distribution.
• Schnorr [20] shows that a predictability approach based on martingales leads to another characterisation of randomness, which in turn is equivalent to Martin-Löf randomness.
• Chaitin [3] proves that an uncompressible sequence is Martin-Löf random and that Martin-Löf randomness implies uncompressibility. That is, sequences that are complex in the Kolmogorov-Chaitin sense are also Martin-Löf random.
• The confluence of all these definitions.
When this happens in mathematics it is believed that a concept has been objectively captured (randomness). One has to go through the details of these measures to find their elegance and power.
Most strings have maximal algorithmic complexity
One initial observation is that even if one cannot tell when a string is truly random, most strings cannot have much shorter generating programs. Hence they are nearly random, by a simple counting argument:
• There are exactly 2 n bit strings of length n,
• And there are 2 0 + 2 1 + 2 2 + . . . + 2 (n−c) = 2 n − c bit strings of c fewer bits (in fact there is one that cannot be compressed even by a single bit).
• There are considerably fewer short programs than long programs.
Thus, one can't pair off all n-length binary strings with binary programs of much shorter length (there simply aren't enough short programs to encode all longer strings).
Instability of the evaluation of K
Next to the uncomputability of K, another major objection to K U is its dependence on universal Turing machine U . It may turn out that:
This dependency is particularly troublesome for short strings, shorter than, for example, the length of the universal Turing machine on which K for the string is evaluated (typically on the order of hundreds of bits or lessas originally suggested by Kolmogorov himself). As pointed out by Gregory Chaitin [24] : "The theory of algorithmic complexity is of course now widely accepted, but was initially rejected by many because of the fact that algorithmic complexity is on the one hand uncomputable and on the other hand dependent on the choice of universal Turing machine."
The latter downside is especially restrictive in real world applications because this dependency is particularly true of short strings. Short strings are common in the disciplines that need objective measures of complexity, such as biology (e.g. involving DNA sequences, specifically in the context of identification: questions such as which genes map which biological functions or what shape a protein will fold into).
The Invariance theorem
A theorem guarantees that in the long term different algorithmic complexity evaluations will converge to the same values as the lengths of the strings grow.
If U 1 and U 2 are two (universal) Turing machines and K U 1 (s) and K U 2 (s) the algorithmic complexity of a binary string s when U 1 or U 2 are used respectively, there exists a constant c such that for all binary string s [8, 2, 21] :
(think of a compiler between 2 programming languages)
Compressing short strings
If one tries to compress a short string using Mathematica, one gets the fol- ] produces a list of 10 random bits. This is not a malfunction of this built-in Deflate-based algorithm (the same as is used in the ZIP and PNG file formats) in (Mathematica (or a problem of types for that matter); it is a problem common to all lossless compression algorithms, simply because the string is too short and the compressed version must also include the decompression instructions, thus making it impossible to distinguish short strings from others. If one wished to tell which of two strings is objectively more or less randomly complex using a compression algorithm, one quickly finds out that there is no way to do so. The constant involved in the Invariance theorem can be arbitrarily large, providing unstable evaluations of K(s), particularly for short strings. For example, the theory would suggest that a single bit has maximal random complexity because the greatest possible compression is evidently the bit itself (paradoxically, it is the only finite string which one can be sure cannot be compressed further), yet one would intuitively say that a single bit is among the simplest strings (one wishes for a smooth transition between the single bit and very short strings).
This brings to light some problems in the theory which would be impossible to address without undertaking actual measurements to ascertain whether there is a mechanism that prevents these possible anomalies with short sequences from being rectified.
We want a more stable framework in order to:
1. Calculate the complexity of short strings (one wishes short strings like 000 . . . 0 to be always among the less algorithmically random, regardless of the choice of machine), 2. Solve pathological cases, e.g. the maximal complexity of a single bit!
In [24, 6, 17] we introduced a novel alternative to compression using the concept of algorithmic probability, which is proving to be useful for applications [19, 27] and which we believe is relevant to economics. Indeed, as Velupillai points out [22] , Keynes on (statistical) induction through Solomonoff, and von Mises approach, simultaneously locate the roots of and legitimate the role of algorithmic complexity theory in economics. Von Mises' work in this regard [13] was indeed the precursor of P. Martin Löf's charaterisation of algorithmic randomness. Among other things, von Mises' attempt to axiomatise probability theory lacked a way to characterise the concept of effectiveness, which Martin-Löf found in computability theory. And it wasn't by chance that it was A.N. Kolmogorov who supplied the axiomatisation of classical probability theory that was being sought, although it was unconnected to algorithmic information theory.
Algorithmic Probability
There is a measure that defines the probability of a string being produced by a random program running on a universal Turing machine [21, 9] .
i.e. it is the sum over all the programs that produce s running on a universal (prefix-free 1 ) Turing machine U . The probability measure m(s) is traditionally called Levin's semi-measure, Solomonoff-Levin's semi-measure or the Universal Distribution ( semi from semi-decidable and the fact that m(s), unlike probability measures, doesn't add up to 1). m(s) formalises the concept of Occam's razor (favouring simple-or shorter-hypotheses over complicated ones). [2] :
3.
(the halting probability of a universal prefix-free Turing machine U )
Evidently, m U (s) provides an approximation of Ω U plus the strings produced (like Ω U , m(s) is uncomputable, but just as is the case with Ω U , m(s) can sometimes be calculated up to certain small values).
The coding theorem, or how to calculate K(s) from m(s)
The greatest contributor to the sum of programs 1/2 |p| is the shortest program p and the shortest program p producing s is none other than K(s), the algorithmic complexity of s.
The Algorithmic coding theorem describes the reverse connection between K(s) and m(s) [9, 2]:
This tells us that if a string s is produced by many programs, then there is also a short program that produces s [5] .
Complexity and Frequency
The intuition behind the coding theorem is a beautiful relation between program-size complexity and frequency of production. If you wished to produce the digits of a mathematical constant like π by throwing digits at random, you would have to produce every digit of its infinite irrational decimal expansion. If you placed a monkey on a typewriter (with say 50 keys), the probability of the monkey typing an initial segment of 2400 digits of π by chance is (1/50 2400 ).
If, instead, the monkey were placed on a computer, the chances of producing a program generating the digits of π are on the order of 1/50 158 , because it would take the monkey only 158 characters to produce the first 2400 digits of π using, for example, C language.
So the probability of producing s or U by chance so that U (p) = s is very different:
• Among all (uniformly distributed) strings of the same length: 1/2 |s| .
• But the probability of finding a binary program p producing s (upon halting) among binary programs running on a Turing machine U is 1/2 |p| (we know that such a program exists because U is a universal Turing machine).
The less random a string the more likely it is to be produced by a short program. There is a greater probability of producing the program that produces the string, especially if there is a short program producing s. Therefore, if an object is compressible, then the chances of producing the compressed program that produces said object are greater than for a random object, i.e. |p| |s| such that U (s) = s. The set of valid programs is said to constitute a prefix-free set, that is, no element is a prefix of any other, a property necessary to keep 0 < m(s) < 1. For more details see discussion of Kraft's inequality, in [4] .
An additive constant in exchange for a massive computation
Let (n, 2) be the set of all Turing machines with n states and 2 symbols and let us define D(n) as the function that assigns to every finite binary string s the quotient:
(# of times that a machine (n, 2) produces s) (# of machines in (n, 2))
As defined in [6, 17] , D(n) is the probability distribution of the strings produced by all n-state 2-symbol Turing machines. Inspired by m, D(n), is a finite approximation to the algorithmic probability of a string to be produced by a random Turing machine up to size n. Like m(s), D(n) is uncomputable (by reduction to Rado's Busy Beaver problem) as proven in [6] . Examples for n = 1, n = 2 (normalised by the # of machines that halt): D(1) = 0 → 0.5; 1 → 0.5 D(2) = 0 → 0.328; 1 → 0.328; 00 → .0834 . . . By using the coding theorem Eq. 6 one can evaluate K(s) through m(s), which reintroduces an additive constant. One may not get rid of the constant, but the choices related to m(s) are less arbitrary than picking a universal Turing machine directly for K(s), and we have proven that the procedure is not only theoretically sound but stable [27] and in accordance with strict program-size complexity and compressibility [19] , the other traditional method for approximating K(s), which fails for short strings-the kind of string that an approximation of m(s) handles well. The trade-off, however, is that the approximation of m(s) requires extraordinary computational power. Yet we were able to calculate relatively large sets of Turing machines to produce D(4) and D(5) [6, 17] .
Busy Beaver Turing machines
A busy beaver is a n-state, 2-symbol Turing machine which writes a maximum number of 1s before halting or performs a maximum number of steps before halting when started on an initially blank tape.
Notation:
We denote by (n, 2) the class (or space) of all n-state 2-symbol Turing machines (with the halting state not included among the n states).
In addressing the problem of approaching m(s) by running computer programs (in this case deterministic Turing machines) one can use the known values of the so-called Busy Beaver functions, as suggested by and used in [24, 6, 17] . The Busy Beaver functions (n, m) and S(n, m) are defined as follows:
Busy Beaver functions (Rado, (1962) [16] ): If σ T is the number of '1s' upon halting on the tape of a Turing machine T with n states and m symbols, starting from a blank tape (no input), then the Busy Beaver function (n, m) = max {σ T : T ∈ (n, m) T halts}. Alternatively, if t T is the number of steps that a machine T takes before halting, starting from a blank tape, then S(n, m) = max {t T : T ∈ (n, m) T halts}.
In other words, the Busy Beaver functions are the functions that return the longest written tape and longest runtime in a set of Turing machines with n states and m symbols. (n, m) and S(n, m) are noncomputable functions by reduction to the halting problem. In fact (n, m) grows faster than any computable function can. Nevertheless, exact values can be calculated for small n and m, and they are known for, among others, m = 2 symbols and n < 5 states. A program showing the evolution of all known Busy Beaver machines developed by one of this paper's authors is available online [26] .
Because the Busy Beaver function values are known for n-state 2-symbol Turing machines for n = 2, 3, 4, one can compute D(n) for n = 2, 3, 4. Knowing the Busy Beaver values allows one to circumvent the problem of noncomputability for small Turing machines of the size that produce short strings whose complexity is approximated by applying the coding theorem. Fig. 2 shows a flow chart of this approximation. As is widely known, the Halting problem for Turing machines is the problem of deciding whether an arbitrary Turing machine T eventually halts on an arbitrary input s. Halting computations can be recognised by running them for the time they take to halt. The problem is to detect non-halting programs, programs about which one cannot know in advance whether they will run forever or eventually halt.
So we ran all two-way tape deterministic Turing machines starting with a tape filled with 0s and 1s in order to calculate D(4) (see [6] ), and we did the same in the case of D(5), making an educated guess at the runtime (see [17] ). We also showed that distributions from Turing machines and cellular automata (CA) produced reasonable (and correlated) results [25] . CA, just like market price movements, have no "halting state" and hence are a more reasonable choice when seeking something to compare with sequences of, say, daily closing stock market price movements.
Unveiling the machinery
Data, including economic data, is usually not generated at random but by a process. That's why, if asked, you would say you expected a '0' to follow 01010101, rather than a '1' (even though, according to probability theory, both have exactly the same chance of occurring). Or the reason you would bet on 01010101 rather than 0110010 if asked for the next bit.
In a world of computable processes, m(s) establishes the probability of an event s happening. m tells us that patterns which result from simple processes (short programs) are likely, while patterns produced by complicated processes (long programs) are relatively unlikely (a structured world).
m is not only a probability distribution establishing that there are some objects that have a certain probability of occurring according to said distribution, it is also a distribution specifying the order of the individual elements, unlike classical probability theory.
An algorithmic signature in economic data?
Despite the agreement that this data is not random because it follows laws of supply and demand, for example, regularities are erased by these same laws.
Patterns are artificially and quickly erased by economic activity itself in the move toward economic equilibrium. Yet, there may be a hidden, underlying algorithmic footprint present.
The current models versus the algorithmic model
Current mathematical models of the dynamics of market prices (e.g. the Black-Scholes model), based on Bachelier's [1] finding that short-term price movements behave as a random walk, providing a means to evaluate stock options, assume a geometric Brownian motion. Without any further consideration (the model can and is commonly tweaked) a geometric Brownian motion implies that price changes accumulate in (log-normal) Gaussian distributions prescribing constant volatility and a controlled, risk-free financial environment. These models work fine on the average day but are of limited use in turbulent times. In the long term volatility is far from constant when price movement data is plotted (see Fig. 2) ; it is extreme price changes that bring on very rough behaviour [10] . The long-tail may be a signature of the algorithmic content of the market 2 . If it is true that (a) there is an algorithmic signature in market price data and (b) that this can be detected by algorithmic complexity, then one can formulate an hypothesis to test.
The null hypotheses: There is no relationship between D (or m) and closing price changes from the stock market. Alternative hypothesis: frequency distributions from closing price movements are more strongly correlated to the experimental distribution of D, calculated by means of abstract computing machines, than to a uniform (simplest non-informative) distribution. While it is a coincidence that Louis Bachelier was defending his "Theory of Speculation" thesis at the Sorbonne the same year (4 months and 10 days before) David Hilbert formulated his famous problems at the International Congress of Mathematicians also at the Sorbonne, it is not a coincidence that computer science and economics are profoundly related in many ways, even if they approach things from apparently opposed locations: stochasticity and determinism, the respective founding concepts of these fields. One of Hilbert's problems, the 10th., was about finding a general algorithm to decide the solvability of Diophantine equations. It is different from the one presented in 1930 that, thanks to Gödel and Turing, was a direct precursor of the field of computer science. But both eventually led to the famous unsolvability results, giving rise to computing despite their negative character, and thus as an indirect consequence, to algorithmic information theory.
Empirical data compared to the Universal Distribution
In [28] , a statistical comparison was undertaken of the frequency distributions of empirical data in [25] . Thus on the one hand we had empirical economic data-daily closing stock market prices-and on the other hand, frequency distributions produced by purely algorithmic means (the approximations of m).
A standard statistical measure was adopted for this purpose. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient quantifies the strength (from -1 to 1) of the relationship between two variables. A statistical comparison cannot be used to prove or disprove a difference or similarity, only to favour one hypothesis over another. An hypothesis can be decided to be false if agreement as to its lack of significance is reached. The alternative is to fail to reject it. A correlation test with empirical data from the largest stock market indices was carried out and its significance measured to test the hypothesis.
We asked ourselves [28, 15] whether this measure and theory would be of any use in explaining economic data. Using frequency distributions of daily closing price time series of several financial market indices, we investigated whether the known bias away from an equiprobable sequence distribution could be explained and predicted by algorithmic probability and Levin's universal distribution so as to account for (some of) the deviation of financial markets from log-normal, and if so, for how much of said deviation and over what sequence lengths. We went about this by comparing the types of distributions of binary strings shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , from actual time series of financial markets. Our discussion is a starting point for a further investigation of the market as a rule-based system having what we think is an 'algorithmic' signature, despite its apparent randomness, given that by its operation the stock market deletes all traces of the search for equilibrium. However, many transactions are currently being conducted with no human intervention whatsoever, in what is today known as algorithmic trading, a reflection of the realisation that though apparently random, the market does indeed follow deterministic rules. New tools using the theory of algorithmic probability should then be relevant to the study of the market price phenomenon and other areas of economics, bringing them into alignment with cutting-edge algorithmic and computational concepts in economics (see [22] ).
Each frequency distribution was arrived at by counting the number of occurrences of the k-tuples from which the binary strings of length k were extracted from the evolution of cellular automata (CA) in order to approximate a universal distribution. Comparisons were made with k set from 4 to 7. It was found that weak to strong correlations existed among all the data sets.
For example, let 0111001100110 be a string encoding the closing price motion of a stock market. The possible 7-tuples are: 0111001, 1110011, 1100110, 1001100, 0011001, 0110011, 1100110. The frequency of each tuple is 1, because none repeats. The frequency determines a classification that we compare to D based on CA. Tables 1 and 2 show the Spearman correlation between several represen-tative stock market indices from around the world.
Table of Spearman values
To capture the price movement phenomenon of the stock market we encoded and rounded price changes in binary strings (a 1 for a rise, a 0 otherwise). 
Backtesting
Applying the same methodology to three major stock markets for which we had data covering a period of a decade-from 1980 to 1990 (the old market)-similar correlations were found across the board, ranging from weak to moderately weak, though the trend was always toward positive correlation. 
Algorithmic does not mean predictable
It is clear that the common belief about automata, namely that complex behaviour requires complex systems (with a large number of components), is derived from von Neuman [18] . But this was soon falsified by developments by, for example, Minsky [12] , and generally disproved by Wolfram [23] with his systematic minimalistic approach (see Fig. 3 ). [23] . Though fully deterministic, the central column has for a long time been used as a random number generator in the symbolic system Mathematica.
What an algorithmic market does and does not imply
It doesn't imply predictability but it may account for the following phenomena:
• There is a chance that the deviation from log-normal is due to the algorithmic signal in the stock market (the correlation from the backtesting is weaker, so algorithmic trading may make for a stronger signal).
• What has happened in the recent past is much more important than what happens on average. This means that when prices are falling they are likely to continue falling before they begin rising again.
• Attempts to outrun, predict or control may be undermined by uncomputability and unpredictability. Hence risk will tend to be greater than any expectation. This is in agreement with the data, which just like D(s) itself (and m(s)), are long-tailed, with strong price movements occurring relatively frequently.
• AIT may be an alternative framework for the investigation of economic (and other) data, but it is in its infancy and no true conclusions can be reached. However, it is very powerful and is certainly the right theory to use in approaching many questions about the market and economics in general.
